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In her short life, Emily Jane Brontë made a significant contribution to the gothic novel. One 

of the five daughters and one son born to the Reverend Patrick Brontë, an Anglican 

minister, and Maria Branwell Brontë, she grew up at the parsonage at Haworth, Yorkshire. 

After her mother died of cancer and the bearing of six children in a span of eight years, and 

Emily's two older sisters, Maria and Elizabeth, succumbed to tuberculosis, the remaining 

four children bolstered and challenged each other. 

The Brontës studied at home, chose from popular gothic works checked out of the local 

circulating library, read the emerging feminism of Mary Wollstonecraft, and composed their 

own sagas and verse with a heavy tinge of Byronism. At age 17, Emily studied at Miss 

Wooler's school at Roe Head near Halifax, but returned home as symptoms of tuberculosis 

developed in her lungs. Two years later, she was strong enough to teach at Law Hill school, 

but for only six months. At age 26, she joined her sister Charlotte Brontë in the study of 

French, German, and music for eight months in Brussels. 

At the urging of her brother, Patrick Branwell Brontë, in 1845 Emily Brontë and sisters 

Charlotte and Anne began to write for publication. They submitted verse manuscripts under 

the pseudonyms Acton (Anne), Currer (Charlotte), and Ellis (Emily) Bell, an implied 

masculinity as a hedge against discrimination against female novelists. In the poem 

"Remembrance" (1846), Emily initiated a graveyard motif that dominated her later writing—

the compulsion of a grieving lover to join a deceased mate. The year before her death, she 

produced a literary success, Wuthering Heights (1847), at the same time that Anne 

published Agnes Grey (1847) and Charlotte succeeded with Jane Eyre (1847). Emily chose 

to stay at home when her sisters ventured to London for a face-to-face meeting with their 

publisher. On December 19, 1848, only weeks after Branwell's death, Emily died at home, 

leaving Charlotte saddened and bereft at losing her companion and writing partner. 

Emily Brontë was a bright comet that flamed out rapidly. Belying her declining health and 

weakened state were the vigor and lyricism of her melodrama, Wuthering Heights, a novel 

alive with innovation and rhythmic phrasing and pioneering disruption of chronology and 

altered point of view. Unlike the submissive heroine of Matthew Gregory Lewis's The 

Monk (1796), Brontë's Catherine Earnshaw rebels against gothic conventions to live free of 

social restraint. In Emily's defense, in 1850 Charlotte explained in the "Biographical Notice 

of Ellis and Acton Bell," appended to a second edition of Wuthering Heights, that the author 

was indeed Emily and not, as some critics surmised, the same person who wrote Jane Eyre. 

Wuthering Heights was the forerunner of gothic ghost tales that built intensity through 

sensational revelation of character, fascinating details, and shifting fortunes. The novel 

earned the guarded praise of Sydney Dobell, a reviewer for the Palladium, who proclaimed 

Emily Brontë a giant in the making. Her novel's energy and shock value brought critical 

charges of grotesque passion, lack of self-discipline, vice, vulgarity, cruelty, and loss of 

touch with love in the real world. Especially troubling to the reading public was the visceral 

hunger the main characters have for each other and their wildly erotic farewell, a display of 

unbridled passion that has influenced generations of subsequent writers, particularly 



Daphne du Maurier. Boldly erotic scenes have charged film versions of the novel that paired 

the acting talents of Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier, Anna Calder-Marshall and Timothy 

Dalton, and Juliette Binoche and Ralph Fiennes. 
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